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All music libraries are different, and the right free music player can help you make the most of it – especially if you have a huge collection. If you're still using a general purpose media player, you're missing out on many features that can make organizing, expanding, and enjoying your music
easy. The obvious winners appeared in our test, but the four other free music players we did through their paces were all outstanding in their own right and worth seeing – especially if your music collection is small enough, or you really need a free player that can handle videos as well. We
update this guide frequently so you know that you are always up to date with the latest information and the best advice. If you're interested in improving your music library, check out our guide to the best free YouTube to MP3 converters. The best free music player at first
glanceMusicBeeAIMPMediaMonkeyfoobar2000VLC Media Player (Image credit: Steven Mayall)The best free music player overallMusicBee is a free music player made for serious music lovers and includes everything you need to manage and enjoy your collection, no matter how big
(reportedly handles a library of over 500,000 tracks without hiccups). This free music player is designed to maximize your PC's hardware, including high-end sound cards and surround sound settings, by upmixing for stereo sound. Continuous playback removes the silence between tracks
(ideal for Pink Floyd fans), and you can choose to add silence or fade, normalize the volume, and experiment with equalizers. The free music player supports almost every audio format around and converting files is simplicity in itself, with presets for different playback devices (although for
MP3 encoding you will need to download the LAME codec). If all that is not enough, there is even an Android app to control MusicBee remotely, and support for the WinAmp plugin. You won't find a more comprehensive free music player, and although it's not open source, it's completely
free to use and play around for personal use. Read our full MusicBee review (Image credit: AIMP DevTeam)Manage even the most cluttered libraries with superior tagging optionsLike all the best free music players, AIMP makes organizing your songs easy – even if your current collection
clutters tracks in a variety of formats and locations, with incomplete or missing metadata. Your AIMP library can be created using files from multiple directories and ripped from CDs, with automatic track numbering and tag filling to help you get them in shape. AIMP supports a large number
of formats, and additional encoders are available as user-generated add-ons. Most music player extensions are and extra leather which, although cool, has little practical use. In contrast, the AIMP plugin includes some real gems. Some highlights are a YouTube extension that lets you
create playlists from multiple videos, add-ons for streaming music from SoundCloud, and extensions to control control Distance. The app also features some unusual built-in tools, including an alarm clock function that starts playing at a certain time, a wind-down setting that turns off your PC
at the end of a playlist, and a sound remover to create your own karaoke tracks. It's not filled with features like MusicBee, but its thoughtful design and carefully curated feature set earn this free music player a respectable second place. Read our full AIMP review (Image credit: Ventis
Media)The auto tagging tool makes this a great free player for all mediaMediaMonkey playing and organizing music and videos, and unlike some versatile media players, it does an excellent job of both. It identifies tracks with missing metadata and searches for information online, and like
MusicBee, its excellent tagging tool lets you mark files using industry-standard formats. You can also tag music during playback, which is a great option that avoids the need to preview snippets of tracks before labeling them with a mood or genre to generate playlists. MediaMonkey
organizes your music library in a logical hierarchy, and File Monitor keeps everything up to date as you add, edit, and delete files. This works fine, but if you want full manual control, you'll need a third-party plugin. As a slightly trimmed version of the premium product, MediaMonkey's
interface has little more luster than its open-source competitors, but at the expense of some features. The Paid for Gold version includes a party mode that locks the interface to prevent guests from messing with carefully curated playlists, built-in conversions for TVs and mobile devices, and
MP3 coding for torn CDs. Nothing mattered, but their absence pushed MediaMonkey into third place. Read our full MediaMonkey review (Image credit: Peter Pawlowski)A customizable modular player suitable for small music collectionsfoobar2000 advanced tagging tools makes light work of
cleaning up cluttered libraries, with options including batch processing, automatic metadata completion and track numbering, as well as copying and pasting data between fields. This free music player will look for metadata for tracks that are not mistaken when you rip an audio CD, and can
identify and remove duplicate tracks. foobar2000 libraries are not updated in real time, but can detect changes and remove links.foobar2000 off supports all common audio formats, and includes a Quick Conversion tool with various presets and options for creating your own profile. If you
find a file that cannot be opened, additional codecs are available as user-generated plugins, installed through the Preferences menu. Than the skin that foobar2000 has a customizable modular interface that gives you the information you want in a format that is convenient for you. Modules
include album art, search boxes, playlist managers, and various visualizations, with optional tabs for easier navigation. Custom layouts can be saved as themes for future use, and you can experiment with different settings using built-in overall, foobar2000 is a very light and adaptable option
that suits a smaller music library. Read our full foobar2000 review (Image credit: VideoLAN; Shutterstock)It's mainly for videos, but VLC is also an excellent free music playerOpen source VLC Media Player is famous for its video handling snippets, but also an excellent music manager that
can play almost any format without installing additional codecs – and converts between them as well. VLC can also stream music from local networks or the internet, including internet radio stations, which you can set as playlists for quick access. Managing your music is easy – just drag
files and directories to the Media Library, and VLC Media Player sorts them all into folders. You can organize tracks by album, artist, other metadata genres, and use the built-in search tool to find the song you want. VLC also supports extensions. Most are designed to optimize video
playback, but some - including those to silence ads on internet radio stations - are specific to music lovers. VLC is lightweight and works happily on all versions of Windows from XP onwards. Versions for Mac, Linux, Android, and iOS are also available. If you are looking for one app to
handle music and videos then it is hard to beat, but for music only, the above special tools will serve you better. Read our full VLC Media Player reviewSpruce your clips with the best video editing software When the Sony Walkman became an essential audio fixture in the 80s, it helped
redefine the way we experienced music. No longer are our favorite songs limited to homes or cars – they become personal and portable like any other carry-along. Those distant cassette players allowed us to shut down the outside world - as many children do, donating headphones at a
level of ear separation despite the assurance their parents would turn into social mischief or deafness. Back then, there wasn't much choice, and the music portability was broken to the number of 90-minute mixed tapes you could squeeze into your backpack. Today's audio devices, now
separate generations, take advantage of the digital evolution of recent years. Thanks to flash and mini hard drives, players no bigger than a ribbon case can withstand what will translate to a roomy cassette - and access songs with a few clicks of a button. Away from the walkman's small
black or yellow bricks and siblings, the digital audio player also offers hundreds of shapes and functions, audio and vice versa, for every inclination and size of the wallet. SupersizedThink the bigger hard drive is better? Music fans with large collections who spend a lot of time listening to
their songs away from home may want to look for players with hard drive space and multimedia features that are time-colletic. iPod Video ($300 – 30GB, $400 – 60GB).iPod has dominated the player market for good reason, such as its simple design, functional, and easy-to-use controls.
iPod 30 and 60 gigabytes latest generation players ($300 and $400 respectively) are leviathans of their product line, with enough memory for the most greedy listeners, getting high scores for bringing still images and motion to a two-and-a-half inch screen, while shrinking more slender than
the 20 gig predecessor iPod Video. In Apple's iTunes online music store, owners can download music videos and clips from ABC and Disney shows like Lost, while fairly knowledgeable users can export their own videos to devices using editing programs like Quicktime Pro. iPod video also
provides a line-in recorder for external microphones, so you can record your music if your collection ever grows stale. The battery can last for about 15 hours - but you can expect the video duration to be shorter. Micro Photo Creative Zen (8 GB – $250). If you're looking for a cheaper player
that handles music and photos, you don't just have to switch to the iPod line. Other manufacturers have also created devices with mixed media capabilities, including Creative, whose Zen line has earned reviewers praise for its audio quality, fashion and functionality. The newly released Zen
Micro Photo, which includes an 8 gigabyte hard drive and high-resolution screen, can carry thousands of digital images as well as a music collection. In addition to being a useful photo album, the player can sync with Microsoft Outlook to transfer contact info, calendar, and to-do lists.
Players are also equipped with built-in FM tuners and voice recorders, and although the company estimates that the fully charged battery will run for 15 hours, users can purchase an additional battery for $40 that it easily exchanges to keep entertainment alive on bus trips and longest
airplane flights. FashionableOther buyers may prefer smaller devices that are fashionable and functional. Fortunately, enough can pack into small players. To squeeze these players into size, players use flash memory, rather than hard drives, which limits storage space but allows them a
smaller, hipper shape. MobiBLU DAH-1500i (1 GB – $130, 512MB – $100). Hip to be Square may be the theme song for Hyun Won America's cubic magic. MobiBLU Cube was awarded the PC Magazine Editor's Choice Award for design and simplicity: aside from the relatively large
capacity for players the size of several sugars, the device has a headphone jack which is also a USB 2.0 port, an easy-to-read display and earphones that serve as necklaces. The MobiBLU unit also stands out for not requiring dedicated computer software to manage playlists; users can
drag and drop music folders into the player just like any other external computer drive or load music onto a machine using Windows Media Player.Sony Walkman NW-E300 Bean (1 GB - $140, 512MB - $110). More than 25 years since the first Walkman hit Sony continues its portable audio
line with a series of jellybean-shaped music players. In addition to the odd design, which comes in four soft colors such as tropical pink and and white, this player has a pop-up USB connector hidden behind the side hooks for convenient connectivity. Sony boasts that the player's built-in
lithium-ion battery can last for 50 hours, while a three-minute charge can provide up to three hours of playtime. If you decide on Bean, be prepared to convert to Sony's Sonic Stage software, which is required to manage your media. For this type of FitSome fitness, you want audio players to
help motivate their workouts with a heart-banging rhythm, or escape the boredom of long workouts in the indoor gym. While most digital music players make a good companion for running or riding, some packages in additional features are targeted for practice and add flash drives, which
unlike hard drive units, have no moving parts that can break if you or your player roll over. Oakley Thump 2 (1 GB – $450). Oakley Thump 2 sunglasses updated last year's model by adding a bigger flash drive and dampening agro style with a more trendy and more unisex look (however,
not everyone has the beat-you-to-a-pulp look of Thump fan Dog Chapman, the reality TV star who often shakes up while chasing cons and deadbeats). Some elements of the old model remain: The Thump 2 still sports a side-mounted button that provides quick and useful control during
active sports, and a connected earpiece that swoops when listening to outside hazards such as upcoming traffic. The battery has been tested at 6 hours - shorter than most players, but long enough for a typical workout. While certain key combinations help pass through tracks, the lack of
screens makes navigation increasingly difficult, especially when loaded with gigabytes of music. MSI Megaplayer 521 (1 GB - $230). Another version built for active sports, MSI Megaplayer 521, tacks on performance features such as pedometers, stopwatches, calorie counters and
armbands that accompany it to audio features such as FM and radio receivers and voice recorders, just in case you have eureka! during the euphoria of the high runner. Tunes for TotsKids has their own players, no doubt de rigeur in the best playgrounds, with kid-friendly designs and easy-
to-use features made for mite-sized rockers. Mix Stick (128 MB – $50). Disney's Mix Sticks music line delivers the simplest audio devices to young music fans. The four compact case designs come with bubblegum colors and swaggering stripes like Forever a Princess and Sassy Pride on
the front, and a Mickey Mouse-shaped playback controller on the back. Mix Sticks only offers 128 megabytes of storage space, although the built-in expansion slot can add up to 1 gigabyte of additional memory. Bratz Plugged In Liptunes (256 MB – $80). Bratz dolls that are too big are not
enough, your little ones can be more seductive with teenage veils by putting their music on players that resemble lipstick cases, thanks to bratz MP3 player Plugged In Liptunes. In addition to simple controls on the side of the unit, the player has an LCD screen to list tracks and time, and
hide hides connectors inside the top. Tim Gnatek is a freelance journalist. He also writes about technology for the New York Times, and has covered science and innovation for news outlets such as PBS FRONTLINE/World and The San Francisco Chronicle. Chronicle.
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